
‘CHEE$E’

LOG LINE :

A young man comes up with a plan after news that he’s gotten a girl pregnant.

SYNOPSIS: 

Way down the island country side, “Behind God’s Back” as the locals call it; Tired 
of monotonous village life, SKIMMA dreams of just seeing something different. But 
after receiving the news that he has gotten REBECCA pregnant, and his constant 
complaints about his small village; he embraces a new profession: the village pot 
supplier. It quickly becomes evident that everyone wants what he's selling -- even 
local Rastaman OIRIS — Skimma is faced with making some money to provide for 
his new child and keeping his new enterprise out of the reach of the law.

DIRECTOR BIO:

Damian Marcano is from Morvant, Trinidad. His career began shooting shorts in 
the islands — 'The Little Boy & The Ball', 'GIANTS’, and Heart Of A Monster. His 
feature Award-Winning film "God Loves The Fighter” racked up numerous prizes 
worldwide - which set him on a path to directing Hollywood titles such as TNT’s 
‘CLAWS’, HBO’s WIING TIME (The Rise of The Lakers Dynasty), and FX’s 
‘SNOWFALL’ to name a few.

DIRECTOR STATEMENT:

I had my first child and I had no clue what I was doing. So I decided to write about 
it. Like Skimma -  I needed some advice and I wished I could call my father, but I 
had no idea where in the world he was. All I knew all I knew was that I wanted to be 
out there like a tourist. To come back and tell people stories about all them things 
I’ve seen. Living life at a better exchange rate wouldn’t be so bad either. So I took 
a bit of advice from my uncle Karl, god rest his soul. He said - sometimes in life 
where you want to go you can’t go on foot. You’re going to need someone with an 
engine.
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